In this paper we address the general applicability of the method pioneered by Zhang et al. (2012) in which the motion of the compact object can be tracked using wind X-ray absorption lines. We present the velocity measurements of the thermal wind lines observed in the X-ray spectrum of a few low-mass X-ray binaries: GX 13+1, H 1743−322, GRO J1655−40 and GRS 1915+105. We find that the variability in the velocity of the wind lines in about all of the sources is larger than conceivable radial velocity variations of the compact object. GX 13+1 provides a potential exception, although it would require the red giant star to be massive with a mass of ≈ 5 − 6 M ⊙ . We conclude that the variability of the source luminosity occurring on a time scale of days/months can affect the outflow properties making it difficult to track the orbital motion of the compact object using current observations. Given the intrinsic variability of the outflows we suggest that low-mass X-ray binaries showing stable coronae instead of an outflow (e.g. 4U 1254−69, MXB 1659−29, 4U 1624−49) could be more suitable targets for tracking the orbital motion of the compact object.
INTRODUCTION
It has been shown by Zhang et al. (2012) that the disc outflow lines in GRO J1655−40 and LMC X-3 track the motion of the compact object around the binary center of mass. The authors point out that since the disc outflow moves together with the accretion disc the Doppler motion of the wind absorption lines can be considered as that of the compact object. If this method of tracking the orbital motion of the disc and compact object is universally applicable then it could prove useful in measuring the masses of the black holes/neutron stars in X-ray binaries. So far, masses of the compact objects in X-ray binaries have been measured using the Kepler's third law expressed in the form of the mass function. The mass function can be solved for the mass of the compact object using phase-resolved optical spectroscopy showing e.g. Doppler motion of the absorption lines originating at the surface of the donor and measuring the Doppler broadening of the absorption lines providing the mass ratio, as well as the binary inclination (for more details see e.g. Ratti et al. 2012 ). However, since ⋆ E-mail: O.Madej@sron.nl only the motion of the donor star is detected directly in these systems, the resulting mass measurement of the compact object can be model dependent. For instance corotation of the mass donor rotation around its axis and the orbital motion are assumed. Similarly, the ellipsoidal modulations used to obtain the inclination often depend on modeling the residual accretion disc contribution to the optical and near-infrared light. In order to break this dependence, there have been attempts to measure the motion of the compact object itself using the optical emission line features originating in the disc (Soria et al. 1998) . In this way a single-lined spectroscopic binary would become a 'double'-lined spectroscopic binary in which case the mass ratio can be measured directly. These lines are, however, usually asymmetric and variable which makes it difficult to model them correctly and determine the compact object motion reliably. As shown by Zhang et al. (2012) detecting narrow absorption lines in X-rays originating in the disc outflow instead provides a much better opportunity to track the motion of the compact object. Absorption lines originating from highly ionized disc outflows have been frequently found in the X-ray spectra of black hole Xray binaries (XRBs). One of the clear properties of these outflows is that they are observed only in high-inclination (> 60
• ) black hole . MEG and HEG light curves of the LMXB GX 13+1 extracted using +1, −1 order MEG and HEG events. The hardness ratio is calculated using the counts in the energy range 2 − 10 keV divided by the counts in the energy range 0.5 − 2 keV. Note a dip in the light curve of obs. 4, which corresponds to significant spectral hardening. XRBs and most of the time when the sources are in the soft (spectrum) state with a high X-ray flux (Ponti et al. 2012) . It is therefore likely that these winds have an equatorial geometry and opening angles of few tens of degrees. In this study we consider a few neutron star/black hole low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) showing disc outflows: GX 13+1, H 1743−322, GRO J1655−40 and GRS 1915+105. We note that none of these sources show a strong stellar wind which could complicate the study of the disc outflow. The selected LMXBs were observed at least two times with Chanda's High Energy Transmission Grating (HETGS) and all the spectra considered in the analysis contain strong outflow absorption lines. GX 13+1 consists of a neutron star and an evolved late-type K5 III star (Fleischman 1985; Bandyopadhyay et al. 1999) . The Xray spectrum of the source is characterized by the presence of a soft thermal component and high flux. GX 13+1 is likely a highinclination source (60
• <i<80
• , Díaz . Ueda et al. (2004) detected outflow lines e.g. Fe XXVI, Fe XXV, S XVI, Si XIV with a velocity of −400 km s −1 in Chandra HETGS observation of this source. The properties of the detected lines are consistent with a wind driven by thermal/radiative pressure. We note that this source is one of the very few neutron star LMXBs showing a thermal outflow. The absorbers found in most of the dipping neutron star LMXBs appear to be in the form of a steady corona: they are not showing signs of an outflow (Diaz Trigo & Boirin 2012) . H 1743−322, GRO J1655−40 and GRS 1915+105 likely contain a black hole. These sources have a high inclination (i>60
• ) and show prominent disc outflows in the soft states (Ponti et al. 2012 ). Most of the Chandra outflow observations show narrow Fe XXVI and Fe XXV absorption lines and the properties of these outflows inferred from the observations are consistent with them being driven by a thermal/radiative mechanism (Miller et al. 2006b; Neilsen & Lee 2009; Ueda et al. 2009 ). On one occasion, however, GRO J1655−40 showed an outflow with a high column density and a spectrum that contains many absorption lines. It has been suggested by Miller et al. (2006a) that the detected wind must be driven by magnetic rather than thermal pressure. This observation of GRO J1655−40 was used by Zhang et al. (2012) in order to measure the motion of the black hole around the binary center of mass. In this paper we address the applicability of the method of tracking the motion of the compact object using outflow absorption lines. We analyze the Chandra observations of a sample of LMXBs focusing on the variability in the velocity of the outflow lines. Finally, we discuss the possible cause of this variability and conclude that the detected variability is unlikely to be caused by the motion of the compact object around the center of mass of the binary in all sources. Our findings suggest that only symmetric and stable winds can be used to track the motion of the compact object. These characteristic of the wind, however, do not appear to be common in the outflows observed in LMXB.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
GX 13+1, GRS 1915+105, H 1743−322 and GRO J1655−40 were observed by Chandra HETGS between 2002 and 2011 (see Table  1 ). We selected only the observations showing prominent outflow lines. The observations were performed either in the Time Exposure (TE) with the read out mode set to Faint or Graded or in the Continuous Clocking (CC) with the read out mode Faint or Graded. We reduce the data using standard tools provided by the CIAO software. Since the zeroth order in the TE observations is significantly piled-up we use the tg_findzo tool in order to determine the correct position of the source. The center of the source is determined by computing the intersection of the data dispersed along one of the grating arms and the readout streak that is associated with the zeroth order image of the source. The center can be determined with an error of less than 0.1 pixel which corresponds to 0.000556 Å 1 (≈ 80 km s −1 at 2 Å). In the case of the observations taken in the CC mode we check that the position of the spectral lines in the positive and negative order are consistent within the 3 σ errorbar. In the case that the position of the spectral lines in the positive and negative order do not match we correct the position of the zeroth order during the extraction of the spectra. Additionally, in the CC mode we apply the destreak function in order to remove the read-out streak. The default High Energy Grating (HEG) mask used for the spectral extraction has a width of 73 pixels in the cross-dispersion direction. However, in order to improve the HEG flux determination at short wavelength we use a narrower mask of 26 pixels. The source is highly absorbed by the interstellar medium, therefore we extract only the first order HEG spectra. The HEG spectrum has also a resolution twice as good as a Medium Energy Grating (MEG) spectrum and as a result it is a factor of ≈ 2 less affected by pile-up than a MEG spectrum. During the analysis the positive and negative order spectra are fitted simultaneously. Additionally the barycentric correction is applied to all the event files using the axbary function available in CIAO. The duration of the analyzed observations as a fraction of the Chandra orbital period varies between 0.04 and 0.2.
1 http://cxc.cfa.harvard.edu/cdo/about_chandra As a result the error on the position of the absorption line in the analyzed spectra introduced by applying the barycentric correction to the average spectrum is small compared to the statistical error. The response and effective area files are created using the standard CIAO tools. All HEG spectra are binned by a factor of 2 (≈1/3 of the first order FWHM HEG =0.012 Å). The number of counts per bin exceeds ≈ 15 − 20 counts, hence we use χ 2 statistics to fit the data. The spectra are analyzed using the isis 2 and spex 3 software packages. The errors on the fit parameters reported throughout this paper are calculated for ∆χ 2 = 1.0 (1σ for a single parameter). We extract the MEG and HEG light curves in the energy range 0.5-10 keV using +1, −1 order MEG and HEG events. We use time bins of 50 s long for each light curve. Additionally the hardness ratio HR = Counts(2 − 10 keV)/Counts(0.5 − 2 keV) for all observations is calculated (see Fig. 1 ). The light curves are not corrected for pile-up. We notice a dip in the light curves of observation 4. Hence, during the spectral extraction we exclude the part of the observation where the dip occurs.
SPECTRAL RESULTS

Continuum spectrum of GX 13+1
The continuum spectrum is well described by a fit function combining an absorbed disc black body and black body model. However, we find that a different combination of continuum models such as a power-law plus a black body provides an equally acceptable fit based on the χ 2 statistics. Because of the small energy coverage of an HEG spectrum and the high interstellar medium (ISM) extinction it is difficult to constrain a more physical model of the continuum. Since the goal is to characterize narrow absorption lines in the spectra the knowledge of the physical properties of the continuum are not essential. Additionally, observations 6 and 7 were performed in CC mode which has larger calibration uncertainties than the TE mode used in the rest of the observations. We find that the continuum spectra taken in the CC mode are better described using a polynomial model of 4th order, which we therefore adopt in the final fit. In order to model the ISM neutral absorption we use the tbnew model available in isis with the Lodders (2003) set of abundances. We note the presence of an absorption features around 1.8 keV (6.8 Å). This feature could result from calibration uncertainties in the HEG instrument near the Si K-edge. The spectra taken using the TE mode are significantly piled-up. The pile-up in grating spectra causes a pure reduction of the count rate. The detection of more than one photon during a readout time, which cannot be separated, is either rejected by grade selection or migrates to a higher-order spectrum (Nowak et al. 2008; Hanke et al. 2009 ). The pile-up effect can therefore significantly change the shape of the continuum spectrum and affect the flux measurement. We use the simple_gpile3 model available in isis in order to determine the fraction of the piled-up photons in each spectrum and correct the spectral model. In this model the pile-up fraction β is divided by a constant representing the estimated pile-up fraction β 0 = 3× λ res × T frame , where λ res corresponds to the absolute wavelength accuracy of the HEG spectrometer 1 (λ HEG res = 0.0055 Å) and T frame corresponds to the frame exposure time (1.24 s for the TE mode where one-third of the full frame is read out in the analyzed Figure 2 . Unfolded HEG spectra of GX 13+1 with the model overplotted (red curve). The dashed line represents the disc black body contribution, the dasheddotted line represents a black body contribution. The former is difficult to separate from the data in obs. 2 and obs. 5 where the contribution of the black body is negligible. In obs. 6 and 7 a spline function is used in order to describe the continuum.
observations and 2.85 ms for the CC mode). The fits show that in the region between 2 − 4 Å the spectra taken in TE mode have the flux reduced by ≈ 10 − 15% due to the pile-up effect. The best-fit parameters are presented in the Table 2 and the best-fit model for each observation is shown in Fig. 2 . Díaz Trigo et al. (2012) reported the presence of an Fe K Compton broadened emission line in the XMM-Newton observations. However, we do not find any significant contribution from a broad emission line around 6.4 keV which could result from the fact that the effective area of the Chandra satellite drops rapidly at higher energies and is significantly smaller than that of XMM-Newton pn/MOS.
Outflow properties in GX 13+1
At first we choose the most prominent outflow lines: Fe XXVI, Fe XXV, S XVI and Si XIV. In order to determine the velocity shift and broadening of these lines we use the LineProfile model available in isis (Hanke et al. 2009, Miškovičová submitted) . In this approach we are treating each outflow line separately and do not assume they originate in the same region of the outflow. The fit reveals that most of the lines are blueshifted (see Fig. 3 ). It seems that the velocity of the Si XIV, S XVI lines and especially Fe XXV is lower than the velocity of the Fe XXVI line. We fit a constant function to all the measured velocities of each line separately. The high value of the χ 2 ν shows that the velocity of the observed absorption lines cannot be described by a constant blueshift. Additionally, we note that for the Fe lines the value of the ionic column density seems to correlate with the value of the velocity broadening in all of the observations. This correlation could indicate that the Fe lines are saturated (see Boirin et al. 2005 ). Next, we assume that all of the observed lines originate in the same regions of the outflow. We fit the absorption lines using the warmabs model in the isis software package which calculates the emerging spectrum after the X-ray emission has traveled through a slab of material. For comparison purposes we also use the xabs model available in the spex software package. In these models all ionic column densities are linked through a photoionisation model. The advantage of the warmabs/xabs model over the LineProfile model is that all relevant ions are taken into account, also those which would be detected only with marginal significance using the LineProfile model. The spex software does not provide a suitable pile-up model. Therefore, we check the influence of the pile-up on the narrow absorption lines by fitting a slab model (which is the spex equivalent of the LineProfile model in isis) to each line separately. We find that the velocity shift is consistent within the 1σ error with the values found in the pile-up corrected spectra fitted in isis. The ISM neutral absorption in the spex software package is modeled using the hot model with a very low temperature and the Lodders & Palme (2009) set of abundances is used. Since in the spex software package the spectra are not corrected for pile-up, we model the continuum spectrum using a spline function of 4th order.
The photoionization models warmabs/xabs require providing an ionization balance which is calculated based on the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the source. Due to the variability in the flux and high ISM absorption towards GX 13+1 it is difficult to measure the contribution from the different energy bands and determine a proper SED. Therefore, we determine the SED based on the Chandra X-ray continuum spectrum of GX 13+1 in the energy range 0.01-12 keV. We neglect the contribution from the optical band since we do not have reliable flux measurement in this energy range. We also do not include the infra-red flux since most of these photons likely originate in the donor star and do not contribute significantly to the ionization balance of the gas in the accretion disc. Given that the absolute value of ξ depends highly on the shape of the SED, only the relative changes of the ξ parameter can be interpreted in this case. In order to determine the SED in each observation of GX 13+1 the continuum spectra in all observations are described by a black body and a disc black body model. The spline function which we used in order to describe the continuum in observation 6 and 7 can provide unrealistic values of the fluxes when extrapolated beyond the energy range of 1.5−8 keV in which the spectra are fitted. We use the xstar code when calculating the ionization balance for the warmabs model. We provide the input density of the slab in the xstar code of n = 10 13 cm −3 , estimated for the outflow in GX 13+1 (Ueda et al. 2004) , luminosity of L = 10 38 erg s −1 and the maximum column density of N H = 10 24 cm −2 . We note that close to the optically thick regime (N H 10 24 cm −2 ) the ionization balance provided by the xstar code may not be accurate, which can affect the measurement of the column density, ionization parameter or the line width. However, this effect is negligible for the overall velocity of the outflow measured using the warmabs model. We use the cloudy code and the xabsinput program when calculating the ionization balance for the xabs model. For each log ξ between −8.5 and +6.5 with a step of 0.1 xabsinput 4 program calls the cloudy code assuming a fixed density of the slab of n = 10 8 cm −3 and column density of N H = 10 16 cm −2 . The fit to the data using the xabs model reveals that the outflow is significantly blueshifted in all of the observations. Additionally, we indicate that the difference in the ξ values provided by xabs and warmabs could be due to the different assumptions used when calculating the ionization balance in cloudy and xstar codes. We note that in the observation 1, 2 and 7 the N H value obtained using xabs and warmabs are inconsistent. The differences in the N H values provided by xabs and warmabs models could be caused by the the differences in the continuum models used in both cases and the treatment of the pile-up effect. We refit the spectra 1, 2 and 7 with the N H parameter fixed to the value measured using the warmabs model and we find that the two best-fit xabs models are statistically equivalent (99.99% confidence level, see Table 2 ). Additionally, based on the 99% joint confidence level for the column density and the ionization parameter we note that these two parameters appear correlated. This correlation is present in all of the analysed observations of GX 13+1 and regardless of the photoionization model which is used for fitting the spectra. The fact that the ionization parameter and the column density are correlated has, however, a negligible effect on the measured velocity of the outflow (see Table  2 ).
Are the velocity variations of the lines caused by the orbital motion of the primary ?
GX 13+1
Looking at the velocities measured using the warmabs/xabs model, it seems that the variability could in fact have an orbital nature (see Fig. 3 ). Hence, in this section we assume that the variations in the velocities we measure using the observations performed in 2010 are caused by the motion of the disc around the center of mass of the binary. We phase all of the observations performed in 2010 with the orbital period of 24 d (Corbet et al. 2010) and fit a sine function υ(φ) = υ 0 + K × sin[2π(φ − φ 0 )] to the velocities measured using the warmabs and xabs models. We note after Corbet et al. (2010) that the detected periodicity around ≈ 24 d appears incoherent and it could be caused by a structure that is not completely phase-locked in the binary system. Since the observations taken in 2010 show no dramatic changes in flux during the exposure (except for one dip in obs. 4 which has been excluded from the spectra), for the fit using the sinusoid function we assume the phases corresponding to the middle of each observation. Phase zero has been chosen arbitrarily and corresponds to the time when the first observation in 2010 was obtained. The fit using a sinusoid gives χ 2 /ν = 9/2 and χ 2 /ν = 13/2 for velocity measurements obtained using warmabs and xabs model, respectively. The large value of χ 2 ν indicates that there could be systematic effects (e.g. deviations from the symmetric structure of the wind) that could influence the velocity measurement or an outlying measurement. Fig. 4 (panels a1 and b1) shows the fit and the best-fit parameters are: υ 0 = −430 ± 30 km s −1 , K = 280 ± 60 km s −1 and φ 0 = 0.41±0.02 for the velocity measurements obtained using the warmabs model and υ 0 = −390± 20 km s −1 , K = 240± 40 km s −1 and φ 0 = 0.40±0.02 for the velocity measurements obtained using the xabs model.
If these velocity variations indeed have an orbital nature the velocities measured in observations 1 and 7 should match the predicted velocities based on the fit of the sinusoid to the observations 2 − 6. Given that the velocity measurement in obs. 3 deviates from the sine function fitted to the data we continue our investigation un- Table 2 . Best-fit parameters obtained by fitting the model simple_gpile3×[tbnew*LineProfile*(diskbb+bb)] and simple_gpile3×[tbnew*warmabs*(diskbb+bb)] in the isis package and the hot*xabs*spline in the spex software package to all the data of GX 13+1. The absorbed flux of the source has been corrected for pile-up only in the isis fits. Velocities of all of the outflow lines measured in GX 13+1 using the warmabs model in isis (panels a1 and a2) and xabs model in spex (panels b1 and b2). The best-fit sinusoid is overplotted together with the offset υ 0 determined from the fit (dashed curve). In panels a1 and b1 the orbital the phase is calculated assuming the orbital period of 24 d, whereas in panels a2 and b2 the phase is calculated assuming the orbital period of ≈ 23.6 d and ≈ 22.2 d, respectively. Additionally the observation 1 and 7 are overplotted with a square symbol and the observations excluded from the fit are marked in red. The orange and blue strip represents a predicted semi-amplitude of the radial velocity of the primary estimated assuming the donor mass of 0.8 M ⊙ and 5 M ⊙ , respectively.
Component
der the assumption that this measurement is an outlier and exclude it from further analysis. First, we calculate a Lomb-Scargle periodogram using the velocity measurements as a function of time in order to find periodic signals present in the data. The periodogram shows maximum power at P ≈ 23.6 d and P ≈ 22.3 d for the velocities obtained by fitting warmabs and xabs models, respectively. Then, we fit a sine function to all the velocity measurements of GX 13+1 obtained using the xabs model (except obs. 3) and we let the period free during the fit. We use the period found in the Lomb-Scargle periodogram as a starting value of a period when fitting a sine function. The sinusoidal fit to the velocities obtained by warmabs model as a function of time gives χ 2 /ν = 0.5/2 and the parameters of the fit are: υ 0 = −460 ± 20 km s −1 , K = 130 ± 40 km s −1 , φ 0 = 0.32±0.05 and P orb = 23.57±0.02 d (see Fig. 4 , panel a2). The sinusoidal fit to the velocities obtained by xabs model as a function of time gives χ 2 /ν = 0.7/2 and the parameters of the fit are: υ 0 = −420 ± 20 km s −1 , K = 150 ± 40 km s −1 , φ 0 = 0.37 ± 0.03 and P orb = 22.213 ± 0.008 d (see Fig. 4, panel b2) . During the refereeing process of this paper a work by Iaria et al. (2013) have been published. The authors suggest the orbital period of GX 13+1 of P orb = 24.5274(2) d. We phase all the observations except observation 3 with the period estimated by Iaria et al. (2013) . We find, however, that in this case the fit using a sine function to the velocity measurements as a function of the phase gives χ 2 /ν = 6/3 and χ 2 /ν = 12/3 for the velocities measured using the warmabs and xabs model, respectively. We have searched for a statistically acceptable fit around the value suggested by Iaria et al.
(2013) and we obtain χ 2 /ν = 0.6/2 and χ 2 /ν = 1.0/2 with P orb = 25.03±0.01 d for the velocities measured using the warmabs and xabs model, respectively. In order to determine if the variability in the velocity of the absorption lines could be caused by the motion of the disc around the center of mass we calculate a semi-amplitude of the radial velocity of the primary in GX 13+1. The orbital parameters of this source are shown in Table 3 . As for the mass of the donor star, several authors adopt a value of 5 M ⊙ (Bandyopadhyay et al. 1999; Corbet 2003) . However, mass transfer via Roche lobe overflow of a 5 M ⊙ giant on to a 1.4 M ⊙ neutron star would probably be unstable (Tauris & van den Heuvel 2006) . Hence, for the purpose of this work we consider also the donor star mass to be the lowest mass for a star that evolved off the main sequence during the lifetime of the Universe M donor ≈ 0.8 M ⊙ . The chosen mass of the donor star provides the lowest K1 velocity.
H 1743−322, GRO J1655−40 and GRS 1915+105
In the case of the sources H 1743−322, GRO J1655−40 and GRS 1915+105 we focus on the velocity of only the Fe XXVI line, given that it is the only spectral line visible in all of the analyzed spectra. Additionally, two observations of GRO J1655−40 and GRS 1915+105 (ObsID 5461 and ObsID 7485, respectively) show that the velocities of e.g. Fe XXVI and Fe XXV differ significantly (Ueda et al. 2009; Miller et al. 2008) . In this way, we investigate whether the wind velocity in the region where the Fe XXVI line originates is stable between the observations. Additionally, we note that the outflow observed in GRS 1915+105 (ObsID 6579, 6580, 6581) shows variability (in the ionization state and column density) between the observations . However, there is no statistically significant change in the velocity of the outflow between the observations . We determined the velocities of the Fe XXVI line by fitting locally the slab model. The observations ObsID 6579 and 6580 are fitted simultaneously. The continuum is described by the powerlaw and black body model absorbed by a slab of material. We fit the continuum in the positive and negative order spectra separately and couple the parameters of the N H and slab absorption in the fit. The measurements agree with those published before by Miller et al. (2006b ), Miller et al. (2008 , Neilsen et al. (2012) , Neilsen & Homan (2012) and Ueda et al. (2009) .
We fit a constant to the velocities measured for each source. The fits give χ 2 /ν=18/2 for H 1743−322, χ 2 /ν=16/1 for GRO 1655−40 and χ 2 /ν=11/2 for GRS 1915+105, respectively. Based on the high χ 2 ν value for all three sources we conclude that the line velocity changes significantly between the observations. In order to determine if this variability could be caused by the motion of the disc around the binary center of mass we calculate the semi-amplitude of the radial velocity of the primary for each source. We provide the orbital parameters for all three BH LMXBs in Table 3 . We note that in the case of H 1743−322 the orbital parameters are not well constrained. The quiescent X-ray luminosity indicates the orbital period P > 10 h (Jonker et al. 2010) . However, the infrared luminosity of this source suggests an orbital period less than the bifurcation period P 10 − 14 h as the infrared counterpart in quiescence is too faint to be a giant, hence it is close to the main-sequence (McClintock et al. 2009 ). Fig. 5 shows the measured velocities, constant offset (systemic velocity of the binary + outflow velocity) and the predicted amplitude of the velocity variations based on the estimated orbital parameters of each system. The differences in the velocities of the observed lines are higher than the predicted velocity variations caused by the motion of the disc around the center of mass.
DISCUSSION
We have analyzed the data of GX 13+1, H 1743−322, GRO J1655−40, GRS 1915+105 and found a significant variability in the velocity of the outflow lines. The variability of the observed absorption lines, however, appears to be higher than the predicted variability caused by the motion of the black hole/neutron star around the binary's center of mass. We discuss possible causes of this variability.
The origin of the variability in the outflow velocity
GX 13+1
In the case of GX 13+1, the sequence of Chandra observations obtained in 2010 covered more than half of the orbital period. Hence, we had an opportunity to investigate the variability in the velocity of the outflow lines during an orbital period. The estimated K1 ≈ 250 km s −1 based on the measured absorption line velocities would require a supergiant companion star with a mass of ≈ 50 M ⊙ . This result is inconsistent with the spectroscopic and photometric measurements of the counterpart for this source suggesting that the companion is a late-type giant (Bandyopadhyay et al. 1999) . We find no evident correlation between the changes in the luminosity and the outflow velocity in GX 13+1. Hence, we consider a possibility that the source shows a stable outflow in which an asymmetry is introduced by e.g. a hot spot or a warp in the outer part of the disc. A hot spot in a persistent source would likely introduce a predictable asymmetric structure and show differences in the outflow characteristics (column density, ionization parameter, outflow velocity). However, any type of short lived disc warp may affect the wind in a random fashion and introduce asymmetries which are unpredictable. Although the value of column density and ionization parameter appear consistent in all observations of GX 13+1, we find evidence of degeneracy between these two parameters when fitting the outflow spectra using the xabs and warmabs models. Therefore, we cannot exclude a possibility that the ionization state of the outflow changes between the observations of GX 13+1. We stress that the variable density/ionization state of the source with geometrical structure of the wind unchanged is also a possible interpretation of the observed variability in the velocity. By leaving out the observation showing the most blueshifted outflow lines (obs. 3) when fitting the velocity measurements using a sine function we obtain the velocity amplitude that is consistent with the radial velocity amplitude of the compact object assuming a donor star with M ≈ 5 M ⊙ (Bandyopadhyay et al. 1999) . Hence, the outflow velocity measurement in observation 3 could in this interpretation represent a contribution from an asymmetric structure (e.g. a hot spot or a warp) or a different ionization state of the entire wind. Additionally, we find that the velocity measurement in observations obtained in 2002 and 2011 are also consistent with the radial velocity variability of the compact object assuming the donor mass of M donor ≈ 5 M ⊙ and taking into account the uncertainty in the orbital period of GX 13+1. Considering the binary evolution, a system with a mass ratio of q = M donor /M NS 1.5 (transferring mass through a Roche lobe overflow) would probably lead to an unstable mass transfer and a common envelope phase (Tauris & van den Heuvel 2006) . The probability of observing the source in this short evolutionary stage is low. The variability pattern in the outflow velocity observed in GX 13+1 looks like it could be orbital in nature. Without the full orbital coverage, however, we cannot say with certainty that the observed variations are indeed orbital. Additionally, Díaz found that in the observations taken by XMM-Newton in a period of time which was smaller than the orbital period of this source, the outflow showed significant changes in its ionization state.
H 1743−322, GRO J1655−40, GRS 1915+105
In the case of H 1743−322, the uncertainly on the orbital period makes it difficult to establish what fraction of the orbital period is covered by the presented observations. If the orbital period is indeed close to 10 h the velocity measured in each observation represents the average for the whole orbital period. Owing to the fact that it is difficult to obtain a sufficiently accurate velocity measurement when dividing these observations into phase bins, we cannot exclude the possibility that the outflow in this source could track the orbital motion of the primary. It seems, however, that on the time scale of months the wind in this source is variable beyond the variability predicted to be caused by the motion of the compact object. Given that there are significant changes in the flux between the analyzed observations (Miller et al. 2006b ) it is conceivable that the velocity of the wind has changed significantly between the observations. It has been suggested by Miller et al. (2006a) and Kallman et al. (2009) that the wind observed in GRO J1655−40 (ObsID 5461) has a high density and occurs closer to the compact object than a typical thermal wind. Hence, the authors suggest that this outflow must be driven by magnetic pressure. On the other hand, owing to the uncertainty in the density and the bolometric luminosity of this source Diaz suggest that the thermal/radiation pressure could still be considered as a driving mechanism for this wind. Regardless of the outflow's nature it is clear that the column density of this wind is significantly higher than typically observed in LMXBs. Zhang et al. (2012) have shown that the wind in GRO J1655−40 does track the motion of the compact object. However, we would like to stress that the characteristics of the wind observed in this source also change with the source luminosity. The XMMNewton observation of GRO J1655−40 taken five days earlier than the discussed Chandra observation shows a wind with the column density which is significantly lower than observed in the Chandra observation (Díaz Trigo et al. 2007 ). Our results obtained analyzing the observations of GRO J1655−40 and GRS 1915+105 indicate that on a time scale of weeks/months the velocity of the Fe XXVI line does not match the predicted semi-amplitude of the radial velocity of the primary. Hence, it is possible that the wind stays stable and symmetric on a short time scales (a fraction of the orbital period) but it seems unlikely that it can remain stable for a longer time such as several orbital periods. Although the method of tracking the motion of the compact object using the X-ray outflow lines (Zhang et al. 2012 ) could be very useful in obtaining the masses of compact objects in X-ray binaries, it appears that it is difficult to find more evidence confirming the applicability of this method in the X-ray outflow observations obtained so far. The complication comes from the fact that the observations are relatively short and scattered over many years. Over such a long period of time the sources experience different spectral states which might influence the temperature and velocity of the observed outflow. In such a case it is very difficult to disentangle the intrinsic velocity of the wind from the possible Doppler shifts due to the motion of the disc.
Velocities of different ions in the analyzed disc outflows
According to the simple one-dimensional thermal disc wind model proposed by Netzer (2006) the ionization of the outflow becomes larger in the outer parts of the disc where the velocity of the outflow is also higher than in the inner region. In this interpretation the velocity of the Fe XXVI ions observed in the disc wind of GX 13+1 Figure 6 . The x-axis indicates the estimated exposure times of the observations if taken with the Chandra HEG spectrograph as a fraction of the orbital periods of the discussed sources in order to obtain a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 per bin in the continuum. The y-axis shows the semi-amplitude of the radial velocity of the compact object estimated for each source. The spectral resolution of the Chandra HEG spectrograph and Astro-H microcalorimeter at ≈ 2 Å is indicated by the red, dashed, horizontal lines. The top axis shows the estimated exposure times as a fraction of the orbital period for the observations which could be performed by the Astro-H microcalorimeter.
would indicate that they are located further from the compact object than the S XVI and Si XIV ions. The velocity measurements of the Fe XXVI, S XVI, Si XIV (and other absorption lines at E < 6 keV) observed in GRO J1655−40 and GRS 1915+105 seem to confirm this interpretation as well (Ueda et al. 2009; Netzer 2006; Kallman et al. 2009 ). The velocity of the Fe XXV line, however, deviates in all observations of GX 13+1, GRO J1655−40 and GRS 1915+105 from the value which the model proposed by Netzer (2006) would predict. Ueda et al. (2009) suggest that unlike a single electron system in H-like ions, there could be uncertainties in the atomic database for He-like (and more electrons) ions. Another possibility could be the influence of a broad Fe K emission line detected by Díaz Trigo et al. (2012) in the XMM-Newton observations of GX 13+1. The emission could potentially fill up part of the Fe XXV absorption line. Due to the low effective area of the HETGS instrument at ≈ 7 keV it is difficult to study the influence of this emission feature on the observed absorption lines. In conclusion, the velocities of different ions in the observed thermal winds can differ significantly even if the wind is stable and symmetric which can complicate the measurement of the orbital motion of the primary further.
LMXBs showing bound atmospheres
Given that the variability in the luminosity, ξ and N H observed in thermal winds of LMXBs can affect the velocity of the outflow we propose that a better target for the method of tracking the orbital motion of the compact object would be the sources showing bound atmospheres such as 4U 1254−69, MXB 1659−29, 4U 1624−49. These sources have a luminosity which is too low to launch an outflow in contrast with the sample of BH/NS LMXBs analyzed in this paper. Hence, the gravitational potential in these NS LMXBs keeps the atmosphere bound to the accretion disc (Diaz Trigo & Boirin 2012).
Since we have found only one good quality spectrum of these sources observed by the Chandra gratings in the archive, we briefly investigate whether it is feasible to use the absorption lines originating in the bound atmospheres in order to track the motion of the neutron stars in these systems using the current instruments. We compare the predicted K1 velocity and the exposure of a phaseresolved observation as a fraction of the orbital period for all sources showing outflows or bound coronae discussed in this paper. We assume a signal-to noise ratio of ≈ 10 per bin at the continuum level at ≈ 7 keV as necessary in order to obtain a precise velocity measurement for one spectral line. Given that more than one wind absorption line is usually visible in the spectra of these sources the exposure time could further be reduced by a factor of a few keeping the precision of the wind velocity measurement. We note that apart from typically observed Fe XXV and Fe XXVI absorption lines, there have been detections of the lines originating from highly ionized e.g. Ne, Mg, Si, S in the persistent emission spectra of 4U 1624−49 and MXB 1659−29 (Sidoli et al. 2001; Xiang et al. 2009 ). Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the predicted K1 velocity based on the measured or estimated orbital parameters (see Table 3 ) and the exposure time of a single observation as a fraction of the orbital period. It seems that the sources showing bound atmospheres have higher K1 velocities than those showing outflows. However, the exposure time needed in order to obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio spectrum for the LMXBs showing bound atmospheres usually covers much more than the orbital period of the source. Hence, using current instruments it seems difficult to track the orbital motion of the compact object using the bound atmospheres present in LMXBs. Future instruments such as the microcalorimeter on Astro-H will provide a better spectral accuracy and effective area than Chandra HETGS instrument in order to track the orbital motion of the compact object in the sources showing bound atmospheres. Fig.  6 upper axis shows the predicted exposure time as a fraction of the orbital period for a observation taken by a microcalorimeter. Additionally, the approximate spectral resolution of the microcalorimeter on Astro-H is also indicated.
CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed a sample of LMXBs showing thermal winds in order to determine whether the motion of the compact object can be tracked using the absorption lines originating in the winds driven by thermal/radiation pressure. We find that the velocity of the typical thermal wind in the analyzed sources can be variable on a time scale of months/years as well as during an orbital period. The origin of this variability could be a changing luminosity of the source that affects the wind velocity or an asymmetry in the geometry of the outflow itself. Looking at the properties of the thermal outflows we conclude that LMXBs with luminosities which are too low to launch a thermal wind but sufficient to produce a stable corona could perhaps be better targets for the method of tracking the orbital motion of the compact object. Additionally, a high column density of the observed wind/corona (like in the case of GRO J1655−40) with multiple lines present in the spectrum seems to be necessary in order to measure the Doppler shifts with sufficient precision using current instruments. Alternatively, future spectrometers like the microcalorimeter on Astro-H could provide the necessary higher spectral resolution and effective area to make these measurements possible.
